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United Nations Security Council sanctions are intended to respond to an immediate threat 
and to restore peace and security to an affected area. The speakers pondered the impact of  
United Nations Security Council sanctions over the past twenty-five to thirty years and assessed 
whether they have created coherence or chaos in international law. They noted that sanctions 
often create unintended negative consequences once imposed and that, therefore, United Nations 
resolutions often have exceptions built into them to limit any damaging impact.    
 
 
Types of United Nations Security Council Sanctions 
 
Modern United Nations sanctions reflect three different dimensions:  
 
1) Geographical Shift – focus on international armed conflicts; 
2) Temporal Shift – forward looking model with a focus on regulatory measures; and 
3) Creating Case Law – allows the Security Council to develop its own case law. 
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1) Geographical Focus: 
 
The UN imposes sanctions in various scenarios, such as in situations where states threaten to use 
weapons of mass destruction. Sanctions may also be used in conflict zones where either 
international conflict or interstate conflict is occurring. The UN Security Council appears to 
focus heavily on interstate conflicts within the African subcontinent and thus, many Security 
Council sanctions are imposed in conflict zones in Africa. Where the Security Council chooses 
to intervene is equally significant as it extends the application of UN Charter principles to both 
interstate conflicts and broader international conflicts when focusing on international 
humanitarian law. 
  

2) Temporal Focus: 
 
Over time, Security Council sanctions have become increasingly forward looking. For instance, 
the Council now uses language in sanctions stating that it “urges” or “encourages” certain types 
of actions by states. In using these types of terms, the Council may be signalling that it wishes to 
regulate certain industries, increase protections for minors, or focus on addressing war crimes 
and crimes against humanity. For instance, in Liberia, sanctions were used to reform financial 
management norms in order to establish a more stable post-conflict environment. The Security 
Council also used sanctions to improve the management of conflict diamonds using the 
“Kimberly Process” in Africa. Moreover, sanctions regulating timber and wildlife have been 
imposed when these industries have been impacted by armed conflict situations. These types of 
sanctions show how the Council takes specific steps to create peace and stability in post-conflict 
environments. 
 

3) Security Council Sanctions and Law Making Power: 
 

It is interesting to note that 80% of the time, Security Council sanctions are imposed within 
conflict situations. The Security Council has recently been imposing legal obligations on parties 
to armed conflict, thus changing the law of armed conflict on the ground. For example, peace 
treaties between state and non-state actors have been created as a result of sanctions in an effort 
to end armed conflict. The status of these treaties is obscure in international law, as treaties are 
typically made between state actors, rather than between non-state and state actors. A legitimate 
question becomes: Is the Security Council trying to close legal gaps by imposing peace treaties 
that offer status to non-state actors, thereby giving them elevated status in international law? The 
result of these treaties is that the Council has effectively taken a position that these treaties form 
part of international law, making a clear statement on the status of state and non-state actors in 
international law.    
 
 
Humanization of Sanctions and Interstate Countermeasures 
 
Sanctions can be used to promote two main goals in the area of human rights law: 
 
1) Protection of human rights and human rights goals; and 
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2) Recognition of the costs of sanctions (with the goal of having a minimal negative impact on 
human rights). 
 
Here are a few specific examples of sanctions below: 
 
1) Incapacitating violators – targeting violators resources such as through asset freezes e.g. ISIS  
2) Sanctions that maintain the status quo by freezing public assets e.g. Libyan assets belonging to 
the Gaddafi family were frozen   
3) Advancing human rights by compensating victims of crime e.g. following Cuban missile 
crisis, state assets were offered to victims of the Castro regime, e.g. Bath Party assets were used 
to later rebuild communities in Iraq 
4) Sanctions used to signal solidarity by supporting human rights 
5) Sanctions used as a method of coercion i.e.) trade embargos may be used to gather support 
from the international community. 
 
Design of UN Sanctions 
 
1) Humanizing Sanctions – In the 1990s, efforts were made to create sanctions that minimized 
net suffering in a target state. Sanctions took into account the principles of proportionality in 
imposing sanctions and the need to minimize any resulting harm.  
2) Directed Model - targeting sanctions to incapacitate an intended target.  
  
 
Humanizing Countermeasures 
 
Countermeasures have been brought by the United States and European Union in response to the 
recent Crimean crisis and which are sweeping measures imposed against Crimea, but with some 
humanitarian exceptions. As separatist elements moved deeper into eastern Ukraine, the U.S. 
focused sanctions on businesses in that area and on the broader sectors of the Russian economy 
 
How does one reconcile the traditions of sanctions and countermeasures? It is proposed that 
measures incorporating the following factors can assist:   
  
1) Least Harmful Means Model – achieving a result using the least harmful means by targeting 
entities and individuals directly responsible for any harm caused. In the alternative, a selective 
targeting of a state or a state and its assets is proposed. A final alternative would be to target the 
broader sectors of a state’s economy, but this is also the most troublesome approach as it has the 
broadest application. 
2) Proportionality Frame Model – asks whether a given measure causes disproportionate damage 
to human rights when compared with the probable relative gains.  
3) Due Process Model – individuals have the opportunity to respond and provide a defence to 
allegations, thus allowing space for due process.  
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Coherence versus Chaos? 
 
Sanctions are the UN’s most coercive method of dealing with actors in a conflict zone. United 
Nations Security Council sanctions are seen by some as a chaotic response to conflict, doing 
little to target guilty parties. Further, the UN is often seen as selectively ignoring some conflicts 
over others and is criticized for decisions based on a political agenda rather than on the overall 
goal of peace. As a result, some scholars argue that there is no coherent pattern to the imposition 
of UN sanctions. 
 
Others state that there is a pattern of application to UN sanctions, as most are imposed in conflict 
situations within the African subcontinent. When UN sanctions are imposed in Africa, there is 
typically a strong UN influence already present in that same general region. Regional sanctions 
precede UN sanctions 50 % of the time. Since 1990, twenty-three (23) states and entities have 
been targeted by UN sanctions, with thirteen (13) of these actors being African states. Thus, the 
story of sanctions is the story of Africa. There is a pattern of African Union members 
approaching the UN to create sanctions, rather than the UN unilaterally approaching these 
African countries to impose sanctions. 
 
 
 
 The CCIL thanks and congratulates all Rapporteurs for their participation in the program for this year's 
Conference.  
Any opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the CCIL. 
 
 


